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FREE EYE CARE FOR THE POOR

Treating

36% 
of all eye
patients 
in Pakistan

Giving sight
  Transforming 
       Lives
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Children are God’s gift to parents, they are HIS 
blessings. However, for some it turns into test 
of their patience and their belief in God.

10-year-old Sher Muhammad is one such case. 
Since childhood his vision was hazy and it had 
gradually deteriorated over time to the point where 
he was hardly able to see at all. When kids his age 
were giggling, playing, exploring and learning, he 
was struggling with the minutest of tasks. 

Hailing from a small town in Sukkur, Sher’s 
parents took him to all the hospitals and clinics in 
their vicinity but to no avail. They tried everything 
but Sher’s vision kept on deteriorating. Lack of 
good facilities and experienced doctors also 
contributed to improper diagnosis. The lowest 
point in each day was when Sher would come 
back dejected from school, having had to endure 
another scolding from his school headmaster 
for not paying attention in class. In reality, Sher 
was unable to see the blackboard and was thus 
unable to keep up. Sher’s school teachers were ill 
informed too as they had never been confronted 
with such a case before so they assumed that 
he was making it up to avoid studying. Until now 
Sher had been able to manage with difficulty 
trying to lead as close to a normal life as possible, 
but in the past couple of months his vision had 
deteriorated to such an extent that he was  
unable to cope.

One day he came back home sobbing 
uncontrollably. His mother, Sehr Bibi, ran over 
and hugged him tight. She could not control 
her own tears for her worst fear had come true 
-Sher’s headmaster had told him to leave school 
for his grades were not up to the acceptable level 
and he was showing no improvement. Sher was 
devastated; his mother consoled him the best 
she could but had little hope of her beloved son 

being able to see again. Some relatives advised 
Sher’s father to take him to a bigger city and thus 
better hospitals but being a poor construction 
supervisor with five school going children, he 
knew his limitations.

Sher tried to put up a brave front, he would go 
outside and play cricket with his friends but that 
too became impossible with time. His siblings 
tried to keep him busy but they too were helpless 
when Sher’s mobility became limited. Sher’s 
father had to travel to Karachi for some work 
and incidentally he was sanctioned to work on a 
building under construction near LRBT Korangi 
Hospital. Every day he would see people lining 
up outside the hospital and upon enquiry he 
learnt that the Hospital did free treatment of all 
kinds of eye ailments. With hope in his heart he 
went to LRBT Korangi and discussed his son’s 
case and the doctor advised him to bring Sher for 
a thorough checkup. 

Sher’s father immediately called his family 
to Karachi and upon his checkup Sher was 
diagnosed with corneal opacity in both eyes and 
was told that his condition was treatable with a 
corneal graft. Sher’s parents were overjoyed; they 
finally saw a ray of hope for their beloved son 
and waited anxiously for a cornea to be available. 
Since there were no local donors in Pakistan for 
cornea so the wait could mean years but luck 
for once smiled on him and a donor arranged a 
cornea from abroad and Sher’s wait only lasted 
a few months. Sher’s reaction when his bandage 
came off was a sight to behold. The family is back 
home in Sukkur now and will return soon for his 
left eye’s corneal graft. Sher’s parents spoke to his 
school’s headmaster and Sher is back to school, 
his teachers are now much more supportive and 
assist him in whatever manner possible. 

Help us change the lives of millions more like Sher. Help us turn them into productive members 
for their families and society. Help us give them a bright future full of love, hope and cheer.
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LRBT recently treated its 38th million patient and 
has impacted the lives of millions more by enabling 
the treated to go back to leading fulfilling lives.

38th million patient –
Sher Muhammad
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Coping with the ever-
growing patient volume

North Karachi
A new, large operation theatre 
with additional tables was 
commissioned in September but in 
view of technical issues, there was 
need to remodel and some services 
had to be relocated.

Biometry, laboratory, admissions 
section and a counselor room have 
also now become operational. Work 
on the ground floor to renovate 
and redesign the waiting area 
and screening room has been 
accomplished while autoclave, 
local anesthesia and surgical 
patients waiting area has been 
constructed on the first floor. Civil 
work at the Hospital was completed 
by end February 2018.

Lar (Multan)
The last phase of this project which required 
construction of a surgical complex with all 
related allied services at our Lar, Multan 
hospital is now ready and has become 
operational to facilitate and meet the ever 
growing demand of patients.  Civil work on 
the lift tower and walkway for the surgical 
patients has also been completed on 
schedule. Installation of the lift is in progress. 
This was shifted from its earlier location at 
Multan Road, Lahore.

The entire project is being funded by 
a UAE based donor who had earlier also 
sponsored the renovation and expansion of 
Gambat and Khanewal Hospitals.

LRBT started off as a small mobile unit in Tando Bago over 32 years ago. Over 
the years, it has spread throughout the country with 19 hospitals and 56 eye care 
centers. The journey of growth and expansion continues.
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Mr. Ottawa 
Abdullah Syed 
Hasan, Accounting 
Administrator, Human 
Concern International, 
Canada (HCI), visited 
LRBT Free Tertiary Eye 
Hospital, Korangi (Karachi) 
on 11th January 2018. His 
observations about the visit 
were: “I was very happy & 
pleased to visit LRBT. Due to 
shortage of time I didn’t go 
through the patient area, but 
visited all other departments 
and especially HCI funded 
area. I wish LRBT all the 
success & HCI will be with 
you when needed. Staff was 
very friendly & educated.”

Seeing is Believing
Visits to LRBT
We welcome people from all walks of life, specially our 
donors, to come and experience the difference that we are 
able to create in lives of the poor with their help.

Mr Bilal and Ms. 
Munazza Gullani, 
Country Director 
Sightsavers, 
Pakistan visited 
LRBT Free 
Secondary Eye 
Hospital, Quetta. 
Their observations 
about the visit were: 
“Every time I visit 
any of the LRBT hospital, it gives me immense pleasure and 
LRBT Quetta hospital is no exception. I have seen this facility 
growing from a service provider for basic eye ailments to a 
comprehensive secondary level hospital catering for much 
complicated issues in pediatric ophthalmology, Vitreo-Retinal 
surgeries etc.
I feel very proud to be a partner of LRBT in their efforts for 
combating blindness in the country & providing quality eye 
care to the most marginalized population.
I wish the whole team “best of luck” under the visionary & 
dedicated leadership of Dr. Saeed.”

Dr. Ashchenaz M. Lal. (Director) and Mr. 
Shakil Sabir (Finance Manager) Christian 
Hospital Taxila, visited LRBT Tertiary Hospital, 
Korangi (Karachi) on 30thJanuary 2018 Their 
observations about the visit were:  
“Wonderful experience, great service to the community, 
great learning experience. May God bless you all & 
LRBT.”   – Dr. Ashchenaz  M. Lal.  (Director).
“Excellent work 
being done 
by committed, 
progressional and 
competent team. 
Keep it high. May 
God bless you all 
and excel your 
name abundantly.” 
– Mr. Shakil Sabir 
(Finance Manager).
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Did you  Know?

Syed Fakhar Imam, LRBT 
Trustee & Former Speaker 
National Assembly visited 
LRBT Free Secondary Eye 
Hospital Quetta on 22nd February, 
2018. His observations about the 
visit were: “Once again I had the 
pleasure of visiting LRBT Quetta 
as usual the hygiene and other 
elements were in very good hands. 
I met the teachers who had been 
trained in the USAID programme, 
the participants said that they 
had benefited from it. Dr. Saeed 
and his colleagues need to be 
commended for this institution in 
good order.”

Mr. Atif Godil and Ms. Mehwish 
Farooq from Human Concern 
International, Canada  visited LRBT 
Free Tertiary Eye Hospital, Korangi 
(Karachi) on 1st March 2018 Their 
observations about the visit were:  

“Great to see such a well-run Hospital!” 
– Mr. Atif Godil

“Really impressive work! Good Luck!”  
– Ms. Mehwish Farooq

5

Pakistan ranks 3rd

in the world for population 
with visual impairment

LRBT has treated38 million patients across 
Pakistan

Pakistan has

2.6 million visually
impaired children

Daily 9000 patients 
visit LRBT hospitals 

and clinics

80% of total  
blindness is reversible

LRBT performs

1000 (approx.)
surgeries daily 
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Amreli Steels Limited 
Amreli Steels 
Limited committed 
to financially support 
complete remodeling 

and renovation of the Vitreo 
Retinal unit at our Korangi 
(Karachi) Hospital through a 
funding of Rs.75 Million in 24 
equal installments beginning this 
January. Two major ophthalmic 
equipment have been received 
while the remaining are 
expected in the next quarter. 
Civil work is scheduled to begin 
in the month of Ramadan.

Government of Sindh
12,157 sight restoring 
cataract surgeries 
have been performed 
under a graciously 
awarded grant of 

Rs.35 million to LRBT by the 
Government of Sindh. These 
surgeries were conducted in 
four of our Sindh Hospitals 
during the period July – 
December 2017 on the poor, 
needy and disadvantaged 
people of the Province. This 
project was completed in 
December 2017. We are grateful 
to Government of Sindh for 
their generous support.

Human Concern International

In December 2017, HCI signed 
a MoU with LRBT to carry out 
cataract surgeries on 840 
poor, needy and marginalized 
females at six designated LRBT 
Hospitals to enable them to 
become useful and productive 
individuals again. This project 
is presently underway and 
shall be completed in June this 

year. We are grateful to them 
for their continuous support.

USAID/Sightsavers
In a new 
initiative to 
address 

the menace of blindness caused 
by cataract, Sightsavers after 
a successful campaign in the 
United Kingdom is launching a 
project with LRBT in collaboration 
with UKAID titled “The right to 
Health” – Breaking down barriers 
to eye health in South Asia. 
This is expected to become 
operational in July this year 
at four designated Hospitals, 
located at Quetta, Akora 
Khattak, Mandra and Shahpur. 
The project will be spread 
over a period of three years. A 
two day introductory partners 
meeting for this purpose was 
held in Islamabad with the senior 
management, relevant officials 
of the Central Office and In 
charges including Administrators 
of the participating Hospitals. 

LRBT concluded a 
comprehensive Childhood 
Blindness initiative in 
collaboration with USAID by 
Sightsavers to address the 
interlinked problems leading 
to childhood blindness. This 
involved training of Lady Health 
workers, teachers and school 
screening by our teams at Quetta. 
A simple closing ceremony was 
held at the Hospital on 27th 
February following a post project 
evaluation. The Project was 
accomplished, as planned.

Standard Chartered Bank 
under the Seeing is Believing 
program in partnership with 
Sightsavers require LRBT to 
carry out refraction, cataract and 
minor surgeries over a period 

of 3 ½ years. This program 
was launched in beginning 
July 2016 at its Hospitals at 
Mansehra and Swat. In order 
to support this Project, LRBT 
has also been provided with 
ophthalmic equipment. The 
surgeries target set for the 
year 2018 is 6000. In the first 
quarter, we have been able to 
accomplish the requirement.

Brien Holden Vision Institute 
LRBT is 
an active 
partner in 

BHVI’s “Our Children’s Vision” 
campaign which is a global 
effort emphasizing the need 
to increase children’s access 
to eye health. This is being 
implemented by LRBT at all 
the hospitals in its network.

During the period, 
January-March this year, we 
conducted OPD of 70,934 
children of which 27,378 were 
refracted and 445 glasses 
were provided to children.

CBM International 
During this 
calendar year we 
are required to 
carry out 2645 

sight restoring cataract surgeries 
at three designated Hospitals in 
our network. These are located 
at Tando Bago, Rashidabad 
and Quetta. This project is 
progressing smoothly, according 
to schedule. In a related 
development, LRBT is also being 
supported by CBM to train 22 
mid-level eye care personnel 
at our School of Paramedicine. 
The induction process was 
completed in the last quarter 
and their academic session 
commenced in January this year.

Partnership Agreements
LRBT gives credit to its partners for its success and 
is proud to work with them in ongoing projects:
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LRBT strongly believes in training its 
doctors and paramedics so as to give 
the best quality care to our patients.

  HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT:
 
a.  DOCTORS QUALIFICATIONS
1. Dr. Junaid Hanif – Lahore (Kot Lakhpat) Hospital FCPS
2. Dr. Saddaf Hamd Khan – Lahore (Kot Lakhpat) Hospital FCPS
3. Dr. Muhammad Awaid Abid – Lahore (Kot Lakhpat) Hospital IMM Exam
4. Dr. Omer Hanif Janjua – Lahore (Kot Lakhpat) Hospital IMM Exam

At present 41 FCPS and 11 MCPS trainees are undergoing postgraduate training.

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
LRBT School of Ophthalmic Paramedicine

LRBT recognizes that eye care for our patients 
begins in the homes, streets and clinics of our 
communities. Eye health paramedics are there to 
provide care to patients without the need to go to 
hospitals. We believe that good patient care can 
only come with improving the skill of our workforce.

Session 2018: Advertisement for Admissions 
published in the local newspaper. Collection of 
applications and selection process for Ophthalmic 
Technician, Ophthalmic Operation Theatre (OT) 
Technician & Refractionist Course have also been 
completed. A total of 60 candidates were selected from all 
over Pakistan. Classes commenced in 1st January 2018. 

Session 2017: Sindh domiciled trainees completed 
their academic session in December 2017. Their final 
examinations are expected soon.

Students from Punjab and KPK completed their 
academic session and appeared in their final 
examinations at Jinnah Medical College Hospital 
(JMCH) and all students qualified.

Other Training Programmes: Dr. Owais Ahmed 
Khan from our North Karachi Hospital attended 
surgical training at our Korangi Hospital from 6th to 
24th February 2018.

APPOINTMENTS
Dr. Syed Fawad Rizvi from our Korangi Hospital was 
appointed as Examiner for FCPS-II (TOACS & Clinical) 
& IMM (TOACS) Ophthalmology Examination Session 
Feb-18 from 5th to 7th March 2018 at CPSP Karachi 
and as External Examiner for Semester VII MBBS 
(2014) at Jinnah Sindh Medical University from 17th to 
20th March 2018.

Dr. Zeeshan Kamil from our Korangi Hospital was 
appointed as External Examiner for Semester VII 
MBBS (2014) at Jinnah Sindh Medical University from 
17th to 20th March 2018.

WORKSHOPS
13 participants including Management members 
of Central Office, doctors and administrators from 
Quetta, Shahpur, Akora Khattak and Mandra 
hospital attended Inception Workshop of the UK 
Aid Matching Grant Funded Project organized by 
Sightsavers at Hillview Hotel, Islamabad from 14th 
to 15th March 2018.

Drs. Hina Loya, Irfan Nake Akhtar, Gulsanga Khan, 
Syed Ubaid Ullah, Nusrat Azeem, Komalta Kumari 
and Faisal Murtaza attended Skills Development 
Workshops at CPSP.

MEETINGS
Drs. Syed Fawad Rizvi, Abdullah Khan, Zeeshan 
Kamil, Faisal Murtaza, Aisha Bokhari, Saima Amin, 
Hina Loya, Mehak Aijaz, Hunain Razzak, Najia Uzair 
and Lubna Feroz from our Korangi Hospital attended 
Clinical Meeting organized by Ophthalmological 
Society of Pakistan (OSP) at PC Hotel, Karachi on 
28th January 2018.

CONFERENCES
Drs. Faisal Murtaza from our Korangi Hospital, 
Muhamamd Saeed Khan from our Quetta 
Hospital, Zaheer Uddin Aqil Qazi, Amjad Saleem, 
Kashif Iqbal, Tariq Mehmood Qureshi, Jawad 
Bin Yamin Butt and Sara Riaz from Lahore 
Kot Lakhpat Hospital attended 33rd APAO 
Conference in Conjuction with the 29th Hong Kong 
Ophthalmological Symposium from 8th to 11th 
February 2018 in Hong Kong.

SEMINARS
Mr. Umar Ghafoor, CEO LRBT attended a Seminar 
on Japanese Government’s Grant Assistance for 
Grassroots Human Security Project (GGP) in Consulate 
General of Japan, Karachi on 28th March 2018.

RECOGNITION
LRBT won the 33rd Corporate Excellence Award 
in the Not-for-Profit category by Management 
Association of Pakistan in February 2018.

b. CONTINUOUS 
MEDICAL 
EDUCATION
25 of our doctors 
at the Tertiary 
Hospital, Korangi 
are presently 
undergoing various 
types of procedural 
training.

Congratulations on completing 
eye care training programs



LRBT 
participates in 
Coke Fest 
Coca-Cola hosts a food and 
music festival every year 
in Lahore and Islamabad. 
This was the first year that 
the country’s largest festival 
made its way to Karachi 
– LRBT too participated 
in this event with a stall 
where people could come 
and  register as a donor for cornea, learn more about LRBT and 
its services or sign up as a volunteer. Visitors to the stall had the 
opportunity to play a blindfold game so that for just one minute 
they could experience the daily struggles of those who cannot see. 
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World Glaucoma  
Week 2018
World Glaucoma week aims to 
create awareness of Glaucoma - a 
silent blinding disease that without 
warning or obvious symptoms to the 

patient gradually worsens and leads 
to visual damage and in some cases 
blindness. The only cure is through 
early detection. 

On world Glaucoma Day, LRBT 
raised awareness about this 
irreversible disease on social media 
and LRBT Quetta held an awareness 
session at the hospital amongst men, 
women and children to educate them 
on the importance of taking care 
of their eyes and getting a regular 
checkup. Treatment for Glaucoma is 
absolutely free for the poor at our 19 
hospitals across Pakistan. 

MAP Corporate Excellence Awards
Corporate Excellence Awards were instituted by 
Management Association of Pakistan in 1982 with the 
sole aim to recognize and honor companies showing 
outstanding performance and demonstrating progress 
and enlightened management practices. LRBT is proud 
to have won this award for the fourth time in the ‘Not 
for Profit’ category. Chairman LRBT, Mr. Najmus Saquib 
Hameed accepted the award at the ceremony held in 
Karachi.

Hua Kuch Yoon
LRBT continuously tries to spread 
the message of plight of the poor 
blind people of Pakistan and one 
such opportunity presented itself 
when one of our regular donors 
Property Legends sponsored a 
show of the play ‘Hua Kuch Yoon’ 
and donated the tickets to LRBT 
for its supporters and patrons. 
Our chairman apprised the guests 
of LRBT’s work and reaching the 
milestone of treating our 38th 
million patient. 

H I G H L I G H T S
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H I G H L I G H T S
LRBT Volunteer 
Program
The official youth volunteer platform 
LRBT Sitaray was launched in 
February 2018. This initiative aims 
to encourage the youth to play their 
part in the betterment of the lives of 
the poor blind and visually impaired 
people of our country. We have 
had an overwhelming response 
with volunteers signing up from all 
parts of the country. LRBT Sitaray 
will undoubtedly play an integral 
part in helping us achieve our mission of “no man, woman or child 
should go blind simply because they cannot afford the treatment.” 
To become a part of the LRBT Sitaray team you can sign up at: 
https://www.lrbt.org.pk/volunteers

LRBT Corneal Bank 
Corneal transplant has been affiliated with LRBT since 
2000 but due to the paucity of corneas, knowledge 
and resources, it was never advertised. From 2013 a 
systemized method was adopted for maintaining a patient 
list. We also started getting some donors who were 
interested in purchasing cornea for patients. Finally Lions 
Club (airport sector) pledged to donate 300 corneas in 
2017. Due to their efforts and dedication, LRBT system 
kept on strengthening. In 2013 around 1190 patients were 
on the waiting list but now we have less than 500 patients 
on the list. 761 grafts have been done until now. 

The demand of cornea exceeds the supply. We need 
to encourage people to share the cost of corneas and 
gradually increase our patient number. Even though we 
procure corneas from America and Sri Lanka, we still need 
to work on procuring from our own people and this involves 
a lot of awareness work.

We know that 2.5 percent of the population of Pakistan 
suffers from blindness out of which 1.7 million people have 
impaired vision and other 170,000 become blind every year.

101 corneal surgeries have been performed at LRBT 
Korangi Karachi in the first quarter of 2018. We have received 
grafts from different donors like APPNA USA, Karachi Airport 
Lions Club and Qaddir Chhapra. APPNA alone has arranged 
73 corneas in the first quarter. We are extremely grateful to all 
of them and encourage other individuals to come forward and 
pledge their corneas for this noble cause.

PATIENTS TREATED
Samreen
15 years old
Student in a Madrassa

“I study in a 
Madrassa and have 
been able to see 
clearly all my life till 
a couple of months 
ago when due to a 
viral eye infection 
my vision grew hazy. 
My parents took me 
to a lot of doctors but no one could 
treat my eye - eventually I was unable 
to see at all from my left eye. I was 
scared and used to cry all the time, 
my parents were helpless, we didn’t 
know what to do. Then we heard about 
LRBT and came here, my corneal 
transplant was done and I can see 
clearly once again.”

Ejaz
9 years
Student of grade 1

“I have one son 
Ejaz, he is the life of 
our family. Always 
smiling and a 
good student, one 
day his principal 
called to say that 
Ejaz is falling back 
in studies and is 
unable to see properly we rushed 
him to the neighborhood doctor, he 
told us that Ejaz has Keratoconus 
(a progressive eye disease which 
may lead to blindness) in both eyes. 
Helpless since we couldn’t afford his 
treatment we prayed for a miracle – 
LRBT was that miracle for us. Ejaz 
has had surgery in one eye and now 
we are waiting for a cornea to be 
available for his other eye.” 
– Mir Islam (Ejaz’s father)
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OPD VISITS

Performance Data

Cataract Phaco with IOL: 30,017 51.16%

SICS with IOL: 16,555 28.21%

Secondary IOL: 176 0.30%

Other Major: 2,184 3.72%

Other Cataract without IOL 765 1.30%

ECCE with IOL: 5,246 8.94%

Cataract Phaco without IOL: 109 0.19%

MAJOR SURGERIES
Jan to Mar 18

Total Major Surgeries 59,737
Total Cataract Surgeries 52,759 (89.92% of Total Major Surgeries)
Cataract Surgeries with IOLs 51,994 (98.55% of Total Cataract Surgeries)

2,500,000

2,000,000

1,500,000

1,000,000

500,000

0
 Jul to Sep 17 Oct to Dec 17 Jan to Mar 18 YTD

Last Year 587,345 797,721 794,164 2,179,230

Current Year 711,741 763,729 840,697 2,316,167

MINOR SURGERIES

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0
 Jul to Sep 17 Oct to Dec 17 Jan to Mar 18 YTD

Last Year 11,545 15,844 15,625 43,014

Current Year 13,963 15,027 16,173 45,163

MAJOR SURGERIES

180,000

140,000

100,000

60,000

20,000

0
 Jul to Sep 17  Oct to Dec 17 Jan to Mar 18 YTD

Last Year 38,005 61,353 57,604 156,962

Current Year 45,499 58,676 59,737 163,912
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Eye Screening 
Camps
2 Eye Screening Camps were conducted at 
Karachi & Lar Multan in collaboration with 
Lotte Chemical Pak. Ltd. & APPNA. A total 
of 563 patients were examined, out of which 
448 were medicated, 221 refracted and 127 
were referred to LRBT hospitals for detailed 
examination and surgery.

Cumulative Summary since Inception 
to 31st March 2018
 Hospital Commencement Total OPD Total Total
 Date Patients Surgeries

 Korangi 26-Oct-86 6,997,591 750,024 7,747,615

 Lahore (Kot Lakhpat) 14-May-87 7,114,711 655,472 7,770,183

 Akora Khattak 20-Oct-90 2,152,712 225,923 2,378,635

 Arifwala  15-Dec-08 916,724 88,133 1,004,857

 Odigram  26-Sep-13 1,739,764 220,830 1,960,594

 Gambat  20-Mar-88 2,028,942 308,285 2,337,227

 Khanewal 2-Jan-06 932,534 104,000 1,036,534

 Lar 15-Feb-99 2,141,228 250,896 2,392,124

 Mandra 15-Mar-05 1,104,161 163,494 1,267,655

 Mansehra 8-Nov-05 817,014 78,983 895,997

 Pasrur 17-Mar-08 716,507 91,550 808,057

 Quetta 23-Oct-00 1,393,906 111,934 1,505,840

 Rashidabad
 (Tando Adam 01/02/87
 To 01/06/08) 2-Jun-08 1,895,397 250,357 2,145,754

 Shahpur Saddar 4-Nov-04 1,209,750 178,066 1,387,816

 Tando Bago 15-Nov-85 2,009,428 200,737 2,210,165

 North Kaarchi 2-Jan-12 594,374 47,541 641,915

 Sibi 1-Jul-15 156,189 10,754 166,943

 Kalakalay 1-Jul-15 204,269 11,159 215,428

 Chiniot 1-Jan-15 117,712 11,036 128,748

 Lahore (Multan Road) 15-Aug 204,406 17,382 221,788

 Turbat (MALC) 15-Nov-85 23,636 2,230 25,866

 Gawadar (MALC) 15-Nov-85 36,888 3,956 40,844

 Khewra (ICI) May-91 162,035 17,285 179,320

 Ent Surgeries    356

 Total  34,669,878 3,800,027 38,469,905
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  L R B T  W O R L DW I D E

Pakistan
The Layton Rahmatulla Benevolent  
Trust (LRBT)
37-c, Sunset Lane No. 4, Phase II 
Extension, DHA, Karachi-75500
Tel: 021-35396600-5(6 lines) 
Fax: 021-35396606
Email: lrbt@cyber.net.pk
Website: www.lrbt.org.pk
Fb: Lrbt.Pakistan
(Exempt under Section 61 of  
IT Ordinance 2001)

United Kingdom
Graham Layton Trust (GLT) –  
a sister charity to Layton Rahmatulla 
Benevolent Trust (LRBT).
Tel: 44 (0) 203 397 1433
Email: enquiries@glt.org.uk
Website: www.glt.org.uk/donate
HSBC Bank: Graham Layton Trust
Sort code: 40-05-18
Account Number: 72684977
Foundation (Account LRBT)
Send a cheque to: GLT, 24 Bedford 
Row, London WC1R, 4TQ
(GLT – UK registered charity no. 290464)

Canada
Online Donation: www.lrbfoundation.ca
Cheques in favour of: Layton 
Rehmatullah Benevolent Foundation 
C/O Human Concern International and 
mailed to: Mr. Ashfaque Azad
LRBF
1 Bloor Street East, Unit 304
Toronto On M4W0A8
Phone: 1-289-217-1186
E-mail: info@lrbfoundation.ca

USA
Chase
Title: Humanity without borders DBA 
LRBT USA
Routing: 021000021
Account: 196066705
1815 State St
Watertown, NY 13601
www.lrbtusa.com
info@lrbtusa.com
Tel: 315-779-8044

  Name

  Profession

  Address

  Telephone

  Fax

  Email

  Amount Donated

  Zakat/Fitrah/Sadqah etc. 

Donation 
Form

Anonymous 12,130,242.50

ANONYMOUS DONORS - KARACHI 10,532,957.48

Mr. Muhammad Umair 10,500,000.00

Mrs. Shahida 6,350,000.00

Mr. Muhammad Usman Peracha 4,000,000.00

Anonymous 3,641,300.00

Alcon Pharmaceuticals Ltd. 3,164,243.10

Pakistan Kuwait Investment Company (Pvt) Ltd 3,000,000.00

Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal 2,964,000.00

The I-Care Foundation 2,612,500.00

Mr. Muhammad Sami Qureshi (Late) 2,455,544.00

Mr. Masood Ahmed 2,319,948.00

CBM International 2,310,684.41

Engro Corporation Limited 2,000,000.00

Punjab Welfare Trust for the Disabled 1,980,000.00

Sight Savers International 1,775,789.00

Global Giving 1,578,071.95

Subhan Food Industries 1,391,753.00

Hascol Petroleum Limited 1,000,000.00

Siddique Corporation 1,000,000.00

Mr. Ghulam  Mustafa Khan 900,000.00

Hamza Foundation 825,000.00

K-Electric 807,282.00

Dr. Samina Khan 770,000.00

Orix Leasing Pakistan Limited 750,000.00

Ms. Lilly R. Dossabhoy 600,000.00

Getz Pharma (Pvt) Limited 595,000.00

Mr. Feroze Verani 500,000.00

EFU Life Assurance Ltd. 500,000.00

Selimpex International 500,000.00

Shaikh M Amin 500,000.00

Al Meezan Investment Management Ltd. 500,000.00

Mr. Ali Ahmed Khan 500,000.00

Century Paper & Board Mills Limited 500,000.00

Mr. Yaseen Malik 500,000.00

Mrs. Josephine Ahmad 500,000.00

Mr. Waseem ullah Anjum 500,000.00

Total 86,954,315.44

 Name of Donor   Amount

On behalf of LRBT and the needy patients with impaired vision, 
we are deeply thankful to all our generous donors for their 
support in our fight against curable blindness. The donors who 
donated Rs.500,000 and above during the quarter are:

Our big hearted supporters
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Support us 
to enable 
them become 
productive 
members of 
society

LRBT Pakistan Bank Details:
Please deposit your Zakat at any 
of the following banks:

Faysal Bank
Swift Code
FAYSPKKA

Account No
0330000131981129

IBAN No.
PK89FAYS0330000131981129

Branch Code
330

Account Title
The Layton Rahmatulla  
Benevolent Trust

Standard Chartered Bank Limited
Account No
01-6556450-01-00

IBAN No
PK02SCBL0000001655645001

Account Title
The Layton Rahmatulla  
Benevolent Trust

United Bank Limited (UBL)
Swift Code
UNILPKKA

Account No
010-4241-4

IBAN No
PK84UNIL0112094901042414

Branch Code
0949 – online

Account Title
The Layton Rahmatulla  
Benevolent Trust

(Exempt under Section 61 of IT Ordinance 2001)

   Cost Treatment

Rs. 3670  The cost of a Sight 
Restoration Cataract 
Surgery with an Intra-
Ocular Lens Implant

Rs. 28,710   The cost of a Vitreo 
Retinal Surgery

Rs. 8,289   The cost of 1 child’s 
Sight Restoration 
Surgery
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Dr. Fawad Rizvi
Chief Consultant Ophthalmologist
LRBT Hospital, Korangi Karachi

Dr. Fawad has specialized in Vitreoretinal 
Surgery and is Chief Consultant 
Ophthalmologist at LRBT Korangi. 

 “LRBT is my lifeline, I have been a part of 
this amazing organization since the last 19 

years and every day when I reach the hospital seeing the kind of 
patients we treat, my motivation becomes even stronger to serve my 
country in this way.”

Dr. Abdullah
Consultant Opthalmologist
Head of Pediatric Ophthalmology
LRBT Hospital Korangi

Dr. Abdullah heads Pediatric 
Ophthalmology at LRBTs largest hospital 
in Karachi. His work revolves around 
eye development and eye diseases in 

children. He joined LRBT in 2007.

“LRBT is an organization that enables me to work independently 
which enhances ones motivation and quality of life. Since I have 
joined I have seen millions of children who have been treated 
successfully at LRBT for free and it makes me proud working for this 
organization.”

Mr. Zubair R. Khan
Manager Human Resource
LRBT Central Office, Karachi

Zubair has always been one who places 
LRBT before him. During his thirteen years’ 
association with LRBT, he has been a key 
player of the Human Resource Team in 
contributing towards organizing and raising 

the standard of human resource facilitation in LRBT. He believes in 
continues progression by enhancing professional qualification as well 
as learnings from the experiences of the seniors. 

“I wish more success to LRBT in the years to come.” 

Mr. Muntazir
Senior Driver
LRBT Head Office, Karachi

Muntazir has been with LRBT for the last 
29 years and he takes great pride in his 
work. The respect he gets when people see 
him driving the LRBT van gives him a great 
sense of accomplishment.  

“Meray walid sahib nay kaha tha kay itne izaatdaar naukri mili hai, 
issay kabhe nahin chorna, bus meinay unh ki baat par amal kiya aur 
meray samney yeh idara 2 hospitals say lekar ab 19 hospitals tak 
pohaunch gaya hai.” 

F A C E S  O F  L R B T 


